Walker Whitewode, esteemed by American as well as his German acquaintance, is looked for a single performance in the oratorical contest on Wednesday. March 19. The former will be a finished orator, the latter a graceful, lovely, and altogether interesting character. The topic of the contest is a subject of national and international interest. The former is to be a native of America, the latter of Germany. The oratorical contest is to be held on Wednesday, March 19, at the University of Iowa.
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WILL IT COME Mr. CR. Daily

The authorities of McCull have gained one point by introducing a system of compulsory exercise among all members of the first year, and this will possibly be followed by due course of a more widespread movement to make those who do not know enough to take exercise, do for themselves what they should, but with the war we now have a branch of outdoor exercise which can also be a moral and mental exercise. This is military drilling. While there is nothing which points to the completion of hostilities before this time next year, or the men-in-the-street, at all events, there seems no reason why a definite step should not be taken to make it compulsory that all men fit for it take a regular course of military work of some sort. Whatever loss of this service this might be, there is no necessity to choose, all having the same rights in the matter of their own. But the general plan of a regular time to be spent in burning the elements of drill in a good use, and it is difficult to see any real objections. The advantages are clear. Pigeons in the air should have to travel the farthest in the place of what the Prestonian now is required to do. Military work will make the men good and strong men; also among those taking part on interest and enthusiasm which gives it great life and energy. Further, it encourages recruiting, because every officer must be moved by a moral atmosphere to join the ranks in face of difficulties which, for lack of a little thought, will become very large.

Then besides the pure exercise afforded by military work, the discipline incident to it is a great good, the correctness of appearance, and the hundred other good points offered by regular drilling all go to add to the desirability of such a system being brought in.

Compulsory training, then, is a project for future McCull students, which may arise to a side when the war is still going on and continue afterwards as a rule of the days when every man was wanted and all knew that they would in all probability have to go some time.

Whether it lasts or not, there is little doubt that the beginning of compulsory military training for all members of the University, even with a possible exception of work, would be a most desirable and precious move.

To the Iowa:

"Why does not your paper invite communications entitled, "The Iowa and the University?" And may I suggest the sub-title, "What is the most important thing that a student may get out of his university life?" For myself, I am not without hesitation; the most important thing is: to get if he can it, to get the immense fruits of continued development, a habit of application; a settled necessity of inner growth; a quixotic appetite for more of something; to be able to work more and more of something.

The title itself is the only distinctive thing in university training. All else is ordinary. If intellectual development ceases with graduation, little is achieved. Foundations creviced with difficulties. General ideas die without development. Languages are forgotten.
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A man who had acquired an impetus during his university life, the vitality of Shakespeare—an impetus that never died for him through years of discouraging activity. The results were very great. I met two people once whose social contact was changed with daintily and unmalicious existence. "Who are they?" "Oh, no one in particular. Look like the MilesPrefix, don't they?" "They're just about every kind of the "out" who got going in Green tell they couldn't stop. Only two of their kind, I guess. Married
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That Good
ICE CREAM
That You Get at
WHITSTONE'S
THE BLONDE
BROWN'S
RACINE'S
THE LOBBY
BON TON
IOWA DAIRY
MERCHANT'S
RITTMeyer's BAKERY

is Made from
PASTEURIZED CREAM From
Sidwell's Dairy
We made it good ALL WAYS

Don't Waste your time

WISHING

For a good position; Enroll with the Teachers' Employment Bureau and get one

Only 3-1-2 per cent per invasion payable Nov. 1. Write today to tilliterature.

TEACHERS' EMPLOYMENT BUREAU
R. I. MERID, Manager
523 Cedar Rapids Harvey Bank Bldg. Phone Blue 1790
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Start the Year Right by Getting Your Laundry Work at
The Peoples Steam Laundry

Either Domestic or Gloves Finished. Work Called for and Delivered

C. R. Owen & W. J. Katzemeyer
Phone 58 Proprietors 225 Iowa Ave.

man in the state, but his playing was inconsistent, gaining him a berth on the second team with the Iowa guard.

GRINNELL "EXPERT" ALSO PICKS A TEAM

AUGUSTINE AND SWAN OF GRINNELL GIVEN BERTHS BY ATTENTIVE PRESS

Two "Cover" on Second Team. Second Team Baden (1), B. P. Hawker (9) Yull (6), W. Vanlue (1), Augustinus (8), C. Rogers (1), Albrit (4), B. D. North (6), L. J. Vanlue (1), Honel (3), Dow (1), warwick (1), Sally (6), Rush (6), Arm- strong (9), Dunn (8), sox (8), Tomlinson (8), Parker (5).

(Arnold and Black) Cowell

Two Grinnell men are worthy of praise on the mythical all-Iowa basketball quintet according to the hon- ors teams picked by the Student and the Black and White of the inter- collegiate season. Swan has been given a place at guard and Augustine at center.

Due to the abundance of defensive material in all the big teams the state over, it was usually hard this year to give first choice to any two guards, but Swan, with Albrit of Ames as running mate, have proved as satisfactory as any defensive men. The Ames guard is the general pick, and Swan, because the closest passer in the state, can be given the other berth on this point and because of his constant shooting of good basket-shots. Norris, the Grinnell captain, and B. D. North of Iowa, are the other candidates, and neither played as good a defensive-guard as the other Grinnell guard throughout the season. Norris is as aggressive as any.

The Opera Confectionary

For Candies, Ice Cream and Soft Drinks

KELLEY

The Reliable Cleaner

Odorless
Dry Cleaning

Our superior methods of odor- less dry cleaning and finishing enables us to return your garments guaranteed against leaving the slightest odor in the process. It's a comfortable feeling to know that your clothes are just right when they have been dry cleaned and pressed.

Phone 17 and we will call for work.

The Event Of The Season

The Misses Dorothy, Rosalie- line and Cynthia Fuller of Dorset England Will Sing

A Garland of Country Song

English and Scottish

Science Auditorium
Tuesday Evening, March 14

Seats $1.00 At Wieneke's Monday the 13th
AN INTERESTING SPECULATE

Great throngs were interested and delighted Thursday and Friday on the occasion of our Opening Display of Authentic Fashions For Spring

Students, Iowa Citians, Visitor eto Iowa City and all Out-of-Town People were enthusiastic in their praise of the magnificent showing of $$$$$

Millinery - Suits - Coats - Dresses

Evening Gowns

Modes of The Moment

Come Again Today

If You Believe In The Picture Of The Middle West, You Should Know THE MIDLAND

The One Literary Magazine Which Is Giving This Region An Authentic Interpretation.


THE STUDENT SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASSES MEETS SUNDAY AT 9:30 A.M.

AT

English Luthern Church

PROF. E. B. Wylie

Will Address the Classes on

"THE RELIGIOUS SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TOPOGRAPHY SURROUNDING JERUSALEM"

(All Students Invited)

NORTHWESTERN TEACHERS' AGENCY

The Largest Agency West of Chicago. We Cover the Entire WEST and ALASKA. Write immediately for free circular.

BOISE, IDAHO

The New "Rider Spatter"
The Latest Design in "Mist-Proof" Spring Overcoats

Just Arrived - See Them at

The Golden Eagle

BREMER BROS.

IOWA CITY, IOWA